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advanced solutions for NVH pre- & post-processing

ANSA is a standard and robust solution for NVH simulation pre-processing that addresses the industry's needs for 
increased process efficiency and simulation results reliability.
The ANSA interoperable pre-processing decks, integrated with the advanced main features such as those of 
meshing, batch meshing, morphing, and coupling with optimizers, comprise a complete pre-processing 
environment that accommodates a wide range of functionalities. Also the Task Manager and the Data 
Manager, grant unique efficiency and repeatability during the build-up, as well as the updating and exporting 
of multiple high-quality models. Moreover, ANSA offers unique efficiency and repeatability during the build-up, 
update and export of multiple high-quality models. Furthermore, dedicated features serve the needs of NVH 
modeling in a unique manner.
ANSA efficiently supports popular codes such as ABAQUS/Standard, NASTRAN, ANSYS and PERMAS.

Model assembly and updates

Connectors concept

Load case definition

Display model

- Visualization of model components and their changes in a varying 
manner through numerous navigation methods, such as per parts, 
per include file or per keyword

- Automatic generation and control over the components FE-
representation, such as the conversion of parts or sub-assemblies to 
their reduced lumped mass representation, or to their replacement 
with the equivalent Modal Model

- ANSA also offers the comparison tool, that can be applied on parts 
or sub-assemblies level. Its purpose is to enable the decision making 
and application of model updates while retaining the model's 
integrity intact in cases, such as when re-applying the connections 
or the boundary conditions, and when re-distributing the masses.

The introduction of the generic concept of Connectors, carrying the 
detailed properties of the connectivity, allows for the composition of 
sub-assemblies. For demanding tasks, such as the replacement of one 
suspension with another, the Connectors are the definitive assistance 
for the new component assembly. The FE model representation is real-
ized through library files that contain parameterized templates, appli-
cable to any similar connectivity task.

- Wizard-like assistants that accomplish complicated tasks, requiring 
minimum effort. Such features facilitate the definition of 
complicated keywords, boundary conditions and output requests. 
Their realization pattern can be stored and re-used for the build-up 
of the next model

- Special visualization technique for zero length line elements in an 
exploded mode and display of complicated beam cross sections, 
which enables the visual inspection of the model's components

- Simplified model representation supporting the dynamic model 
reduction, for iterative Modal Response analyses. This can be 
achieved by creating display models (either with shell or PLOTEL 
elements) from a part, group of parts, sub-assemblies or even the 
whole model, with one shot

- A display model with shell elements serves, during post-processing 
with META, to visualize animations of the Eigenmodes which have 
been generated by means of modal superposition to the few DOFs 
of the nodes of the display model
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Modal model creation

Weldings modeling

Cavity meshing for dynamic acoustic simulation

Exterior Acoustics support

NVH CAE analyses can be very demanding in terms of time and CPU 
performance, especially for iterations with full vehicle models. Modal 
Models in ANSA can be used to replace a group of parts with its 
equivalent dynamic or its simplified model while retaining its full 
dynamic behavior. Such Modal Models are essential for FRF analyses 
and iterative runs, such as those for optimization purposes. Thus, in order 
to create a reduced dynamic model, an easy to use procedure exists 
for the automatic definition of a Modal Model, which creates its display 
model, launches the solver, and starts a META session for the 
calculation of the equivalent modal properties.

Welding models can be created through numerous semi- & fully 
automatic tools. Any information imported by PDM systems and any 
definitions created within the software constitute the base of the 
aforementioned models. ANSA offers a complete solution for:
- multiple connection types definition upon the model in one single 

step, through the Connection Manager, achieving:
- Broad assortment of weld definition types for spot welds, 

adhesives, bolts or seam lines
- Appropriate element definition with controllable quality
- Depiction & enhancement of inappropriate connections 

information

Along with all the integrated shell and volume meshing algorithms, 
ANSA provides meshing solutions focused on acoustics simulation. The 
new Cavity Mesher, especially designed for the fast creation of a 
volume mesh for an acoustic simulation, offers:
- Automatic detection and meshing of cavities, without the 

prerequisite of a closed volume
- An algorithm based on inner wrap methodology for accurate 

recognition of features from the structural wetted surface
- Automatic closing of holes and gaps with full and comfortable 

control of the identified openings
- A Hexa dominant or pure tetrahedral meshing algorithm
- Automatic creation of fluid properties
- Specification of sensor points as part of the created volume mesh
- Recognition of the seats and coupling of the Cavity mesh with 

them directly (paste) or indirectly (via MPCs)
- Optional creation of the NASTRAN ACMODL keyword and the 

respective fluid and structure sets to drive the fluid-structure 
coupling in NASTRAN

- Optionally generated PANELS for panel participation analysis in 
NASTRAN

The preprocessing of the cavity for exterior Acoustic analyses has been 
improved significantly. Distributed script and semi-infinite area as 
template file supports the creation of adapted exterior cavity mesh for 
exterior Acoustic analyses for ACTRAN. Built in standard volumes, like 
spheres, boxes etc, enables the fast creation of the exterior cavity for 
any exterior Acoustic analysis solver. Especially with the newly 
supported Boolean functions the creation of adapted half-spheres is 
very comfortable.



Damped carpet modeling using laminates

Mass trimming

Analysis setup

A trend in modifying the damping properties of components is the 
usage of composite materials. These Damping Patches are meant to 
absorb oscillations, in order to improve the acoustic performance of 
the structure. This concept can be modeled in exploiting the 
integrated Laminate Tool, offering:
- High accuracy estimation of real composite characteristics of 

laminates
- Fast modification of each damping layer's properties
- Detailed reporting of the composite's structure and ABD stiffness 

matrix calculation

The concept of Mass Trim items is introduced in ANSA, in order to 
address the problem of the proper representation of components by 
mass elements, while targeting on the correct mass distribution on the 
product. This can be achieved by:

- Holding the information about the amount of added or target mass 
to be distributed 

- Certain patterns available for distributing the mass area accurately, 
or property wise, according to each solver's requirements

- The representation or substitution on any FE component or part by 
its equivalent lumped mass with its mass and inertia properties 
automatically calculated

- Exploiting scripting, mass trimming information that can be 
imported and/or exported using ASCII, xml or other formats

The NVH model build up can be completed in one of many solver 
decks. Also comprehensive model checks, such as the appropriate 
definition of RBE3 DOFs  to avoid singularities, the correct header 
definition and their references are available. Especially the new 
NASTRAN header definition functionality provides an effective tool to 
create fast and easy, even for low experience users, a complete 
header for all standard NASTRAN analyses. The generation of 
appropriate boundary conditions and solver specific elements is 
provided for several solvers such as:

- MSC NASTRAN
- NX NASTRAN
- NE NASTRAN
- PERMAS
- ABAQUS
- ANSYS
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NVH Console

A comprehensive tool has been developed to streamline NVH analysis 
by conducting dynamic model reduction techniques of Include 
Components from full FE representation to Display Modal, ASCII Modal 
and FRF based model, from a single environment. The assembly of 
hybrid models of the above components, as well as the automatic 
creation of all connection entities at special defined hard points, is 
driven by a newly developed GUI as a net diagram view. Modal 
responses and operational animations beside of all standard NVH 
analyses, such as Transfer Path Analysis, are driven from within the NVH 
console by launching μETA-post.
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Interoperable Decks
Solver like entity cards GUI
Process automation
Model assembly
Include files handling
Connectors concept
Modal Model creation
Mass trimming
Damped carpets modeling
Acoustic cavity meshing
Display model creation
Quality validation & fixes

� Drives pre-processing, 
solving and post-processing

� Dynamic model reduction 
of components

� Automatic connection of 
components

� Simplified overview of 
complex component 
models

� Error-free handling of large 
files

� Fast calculation of whole 
assemblies, suitable for 
“what-if-studies”

� Supports the most important 
NVH tasks, including fast 
procedures for Modal 
Components building from 
pre-processing,  solver 
initialization, to post-
processing with μΕΤΑ

� Easy to use cavity meshing 
and fluid-structure coupling 
within a single software 
environment

� High level of compatibility 
for common NVH tasks with 
ANSA & μΕΤΑ

� Efficient modal model 
components handling

� Automation techniques 
that minimize costs and 
time to market

� Early-stage analysis 
iterations, and optimization 
possible with respect to 
NVH aspects and interface 
for most common optimizers

Features

NVH console

Benefits
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µETA brings a new dimension to the NVH post-processing by successfully addressing the bottlenecks 
and constraints involved. Its optimized performance for graphics memory usage and processing time 
along with a broad range of features and calculation options makes it an efficient environment for 
handling all NVH post-processing requirements. 

High-end software

Modal modeling

Visualization of results

Calculation of modal responses & modal correlation

NVH models constantly increase in size and complexity, hence 
challenging the hardware and software limits in many cases. , with 
its unparalleled graphics performance and its proven effective model-
handling, provides the means for smooth post-processing of big and 
complex models. Due to the optimized memory usage and the high 
data access performance, loading and processing a massive amount 
of data from large results files is not only feasible but also fast and 
productive.

In certain cases, analysts reduce the NVH models by substituting 
assemblies with their equivalent modal models. In this way, a 
considerable amount of solver-time is saved. These Modal Models can 
be built inside  out of the Eigenvectors results in just a few clicks 
through an intuitive interface.

Contour display for 3D post-processing, as well as magnitude-phase, 
real-imaginary, polar 2D plots and contribution color-maps are used to 
support a broad range of modal response results including Panel 
participation factors, Normalized Grid Participation factors, Modal 
Participation factors, Acoustic Results and Mechanical & Sound 
intensity, with the latter calculated inside . Different results for the 
same model can be easily displayed simultaneously in different 
windows, providing a complete overview of the analysis with the 
minimum  memory requirements. The list of supported results is enriched 
with FEMZIP compressed Nastran results, Abaqus standard results, ANSYS 
results, test results in Universal format, as well as Design Optimization 
results.

Frequency and transient structural and acoustic responses can be 
calculated swiftly and easily inside , either as curves in the 2Dplot or 
as field data for contour display. The modal response calculator is fed 
with the Eigenvector results, while dynamic loads are either loaded from 
a file or defined inside  as well as the response DOFs. Existing 
structure-fluid coupling data can be used or simply generated quickly 
within . Panels can be defined and panel participation factors can 
be calculated. The large amount of results created are handled easily 
through several grouping options. Modal correlation is performed 
through an easy-to-use tool and also MAC plots are created.

µETA

µETA

µETA

µETA

µETA

µETA
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FRF assembly

Other tools

Reporting

The handling of hybrid models is available. Various components along 
with their results, either measured FRFs or calculated modes, can be 
connected inside  with either rigid or bushing connections. Modal 
responses are then calculated for the assembled model through simple 
interface. Connection forces can be plotted and transfer path analysis 
(TPA) can easily be conducted. Bushing properties are defined in ETA 
and their assessed sensitivities form the basis for deciding the design 
variables for the optimization procedure which is contacted using a 
generic optimization algorithm embeded within the tool.

A better insight of data can be obtained by using other general tools in 
, such as the advanced filtering, the iso-contours, the cross-

sections, annotations and the detailed statistics in spreadsheet form. A 
complete list of  mathematical functions including Fourier Transforms 
and a broad range of filters facilitates demanding curve data 
processing. Powerful specific lists for connections, includes, boundary 
conditions, and sets allow for, among other, the effortless management 
of connections and the more efficient handling of the model. In the 
end, post-processing is finalized by saving the database in a  native 
binary format which can also be previewed with a free  viewer.

The communication of results is further promoted through readily 
created reports either in html, PostScript or MS Office PowerPoint .pptx 
format. Reports can be filled in by dragging or dropping images, 
spreadsheets or other data from  to the report composer. Report 
templates can be used and pptx reports can be imported and viewed 
in slideshow.

µETA

μ

µETA

µETA
µETA

µETA

� Outstanding performance
� Plot types: Magnitude-

phase, real-imaginary, 
polar, contribution color-
maps

� Mode correlation tool
� Modal Model builder
� Calculation of structural & 

acoustic modal responses, 
mode participation & panel 
participation

� Calculation of operating 
modes

� Calculation of mechanical 
& sound intensity results

� FRF assembly with TPA 
calculations capabilities 
along with embedded 
optimizer for connectors' 
properties

� Ultimate automation 
capabilities

� Complete reporting tool

� Easy handling of large 
models

� Facilitates demanding 
results visualisation

� Results are reached within 
the minimum time through 
advanced algorithms for 
calculations

� What-if studies can be 
performed in no time

� Complicated repetitive 
processes can be 
automated and errors are 
avoided

� Significant time is saved 
due to high performance, 
automation capabilities, 
direct report editing, and 
standard toolbars

Features Benefits
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Automation

Last, a high level of process automation from results input to report 
output is achieved through parameterized session files, custom user 
toolbars and scripts, all of which can be easily created through intuitive 
editors embedded in . Also, standard toolbars are available for 
facilitating a normal modes analysis through automatically creating a 
report, easily producing strain energy bar charts, and distinguishing 
global from local models. Furthermore, there are standard toolbars for 
reporting modal correlation results (MAC) and for Equivalent Radiation 
Power (ERP) calculation and post-processing.
The automation capabilities contribute to the easy and unhindered 
coupling of  to external optimizers. A simple-to-use toolbar, that 
streamlines the coupling, is provided with the standard package. 

µETA

µETA
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